~ ~ ~
The following equipment is required, and can be provided:
 Sound System and Engineer for live music performance  One Vocal Microphone on boom stand  Two D.I. Inputs for Acoustic Guitar (1) and Piano (1)  One Audio Input for computer sound Set-up time is no more than 2 hours. Take down approximately an hour and a half.
THE WAR TO END ALL WARS SYNOPSIS
Darren John Poyzer is troubled. Even now, approaching middle age and as life goes, running out of time if he's going to find a recipe for World Peace ...
Age 18 he was welcomed home a Royal Navy war hero somewhat reluctantly, from The Falklands Conflict of 1982.
Overwhelmed and thirsty, he took a month's rent, got very, very drunk, and bought an acoustic guitar he couldn't play. This was the first day of a long running nervous breakdown that hit the brick wall of a Lancashire psychiatric ward, as a big clock chimed, as the 20 th Century closed its book and nailed Two World Wars deep into our psyche.
Plotting his escape, songs and stories were written as internal conflict held conversations with a great spirit; as intelligent people he respected condemned him for being a combatant; as history whispered, niggled and screamed that to survive and reclaim his senses, he must see a bigger picture.
~ ~ ~
It's July 2013. He is travelling through France and Belgium to research the first of those wars, to experience the battlefields and monuments that remain, as testament to The Great War of 1914-1918. Homeward bound he is armed -not this time as a crew member of hi-tech whizz-bang of a battle-scarred 20 th Century warship -but with personalised video captures, poignant photography, new songs and stories, and a very worthwhile contribution to the world of music and theatre that sets out to provide a unique insight into personal and global conflict.
Together in the theatre, we enjoy a song called 'Over The Moon' played and sung by a man with an acoustic guitar, written on a wave of youthful recklessness as though a tooled-up boy might take us on a night out with a one way ticket. There is excitement, a righteous sense of conquest, a touch of irony as the song celebrates both a call to arms, then a declaration of peace, before poetically setting out in search of some greater reason for being.
As the song fades, spoken word provide facts and comment, setting the scene for the start of WW1 in 1914. A number of comparisons are made with our world in the present day, and reference is made to the 'line of duty' that he, as an ex-Armed Forces professional followed himself, in a similar tradition to the combatants.
We are told how, during one particular game of football between opposing soldiers during an unofficial soldier-led truce, Christmas 1914, the Germans won 3-2; how even in adverse conditions and surrounded by atrocity, the human spirit (in this case the friendlier side of a young man's competitiveness), seeks to survive amongst friends and help turn things around.
The musician plays a song called 'Sunday Morning Footballer'. It is auto-biographical, and recalls how healing can be difficult, but takes place as familiar surroundings and gatherings are found.
THE WAR TO END ALL WARS SAMPLE TEXT
This is sample narrative and song lyrics, that are included in the present script draft. TANK (Narrative) Planet Earth's first combat 'tank' was the British Mark 1, sent into action across a Somme battleground on the morning of 15 September 1916. Lord Kitchener described it as a "pretty mechanical toy but with very limited military value". The tanks of Planet Earth didn't take too kindly to this, and throughout the next century would strike fear into the heart and mind of every continent and city, leaving skin, bone, fire and brimstone in their wake ...
(Song) Heavy Heavy Heart, 28 tons, tracks and great wheels Rolling through thunder, lightning and diamond, fire and steel Where're you gonna go, when you run out of road, Are you heading for the coast? Bitter memory, For your ghosts to reveal, for your ghost to conceal ~ ~ ~ TECHNOLOGY (Narrative) As well as the introduction of tanks, WW1 saw the first introduction of fighting planes. Like everything else at the outset of these exciting times, the idea of flying into battle was seen as greatly heroic and a must for any young daredevil. In the race for air superiority, around 70 types of aircraft were developed and used in combat. The life expectancy of a WW1 fighter pilot was just a few weeks. 
THE WAR TO END ALL WARS THE WRITER / PERFORMER
Darren John Poyzer is in the right place at the right time to present this production. Known and respected as one of the most experienced, accessible, and entertaining songwriters, he is also a Falklands War veteran who delivers respectfully, with intelligent observations in abundance. 
